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MISSION STATEMENT  
Purdue’s Veterans Success Center (VSC) will provide holistic programming and services for Purdue University 

students who are veterans, currently serving members of the military, or benefit-using family members—known 

collectively as VMF. 

VISION STATEMENT 
The VSC aspires to improve access, retention, and graduation rates to our VMF students as well as increase 

confidence in the career search process and provide opportunities to connect with potential employers. The VSC 

aspires to increase Purdue’s national recognition as a leader for supporting VMF students. 

PROGRAM ELEMENTS 
The Veterans Success Center provides four broad levels of VMF support: 

• Benefits and Advocacy: Certify and maintain compliance for the GI Bill and catalog approvals; support 
access to Federal Tuition Assistance and specific State Funded Benefits; and facilitate the process for the 
military absence policy and military withdrawal. Assist in the process of Residency establishment. 
Directly advocate for students and improve campus VMF awareness through Green Zone workshops and 
student panels.  

• Student Orientation and Onboarding: An orientation and peer program to support the first year for 
VMF incoming students.   

• The Purdue Student Veterans Organization (PSVO): An active student organization created in 2005 and 
open to the entire VMF population. Advocates for campus change, community service, and shared 
camaraderie. The Director and Assistant Director serve as Advisors for the PSVO. 

• Education to Occupation (E2O): Supporting the VM student’s transition from higher education to career 
by creating transition awareness, strengthening self-advocacy, and facilitating connections with 
employers.  

• Veterans Success Center Space: Maintain the VSC physical space that houses staff, federal work-study 
students, the PSVO, and space for VMF students.  

 
PROGRAM OUTCOMES 

• Benefits and Advocacy: 

• Verify Purdue has VA approved programs that GI Bill users can pursue by completing up-to-date 
yearly catalog submissions.  

• Advise students about options by explaining their service-connected benefit(s) and the complexities 
of each benefit.  

• Maintain training for Federal Tuition Assistance and access to individual branch portals.  

• Staff will maintain benefits proficiency by attending continuing education and conferences.  

• Increase campus awareness of unique attributes of VMF students by hosting Green Zone workshops, 
which are available to all Purdue Faculty and Staff.  

• Student Leaders: 

• Provided the opportunity to attend the Student Veterans of American Leadership Institute and the 
National Student Veterans of America Conference.  

• Provided several opportunities throughout the year for professional growth.  

• Military-Connected Students: 

• Provided the opportunity to understand their benefit and the maintenance to the benefit.  

• Benefits processed in a timely manner, within 30 days of registration and enrollment changes. 
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• GI Bill audits conducted frequently to ensure enrollment and financial changes are reported as well 
as to correct any errors. 

• Provided opportunities of camaraderie within the office.  

• Provided need-specific items, such as cac-card accessible computer and cac-card reader.  

 
ASSESSMENT PLAN 

• Pre- and post-survey for Green Zone participants. 

• Post survey for E2O events. 

• Continue to monitor census data for changes in demographics or characteristics. 

• Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) compliance surveys. 

• Aspirational Assessment Data 
o The racial and ethnic percentages of those who serve in the military are more closely aligned 

with the U.S. population1, but the veteran students at Purdue more closely match Purdue’s less 
diverse demographics. We would like to explore why if the cohort to pull from is more diverse 
that Purdue is not attracting a more diverse veteran population.  

o Why are the retention and graduation rates for veteran and military students lower than the 
Purdue population as a whole?   
 

NOTABLE CHANGES FROM 2020-21 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Staffing & Space 

• Third School Certifying Official role filled by Kimberly Heslin.  

• Received approval and funding from the Provost’s Office for a fourth School Certifying Official due to 
increased compliance and complexities of the GI Bill and other benefits such as tuition assistance. This 
role was filled by Courtenay Murakowski.  

• Assistant Director Morgan Torres was promoted to director after Jamie Richards left for another role on 
campus; the Assistant Director role was filled by Bryan Arbic.  

• Each staff member rotating remote work from home one day a week. 

• Providing Purdue Military Research Institute space within our Center to place their office.  
• Received $180,000 commitment from the provost office for renovation to PMU280. Below is the 

architectural rendering of the space: 
 

  
 

 
1 Demographics of the U.S. Military, https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/demographics-us-military.  

CPT1 

       

 

https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/demographics-us-military
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We created new Banner cohorts so we could more quickly monitor our students in COGNOS. The cohorts can be 

found in Banner in the SGASADD screen. The following are the new cohorts: 

o All Veteran Students 
o All Military Students 
o All Family Using Military Benefits.  

• Created a Green Zone online training by working with Information Technology at Purdue (ITaP) and 
other agencies on campus. Attempted to run the online Green Zone training but experienced a few 
technical difficulties. Will revise approach by learning more about software used to support the training.  

• Development Funds: We were able to raise $1,965.00 from Purdue Day of Giving as well as another 
$10,155 over the course of the year.  

 

 
 

• Over the past year, we worked with Purdue for Life and a donor who made a $25,000 revocable 
deferred pledge to pay over a five-year period. The purpose for the donation will be to support women 
veterans.  

• We worked with Purdue for Life and a donor to fund a $3,000 emergency fund for children of disabled 
veterans. The difficulty is determining who these students are and making the funds available via 
student universe scholarship database.  

 
Student Orientation/Onboarding: We hosted an orientation for the purpose of students having the opportunity 

to learn about their service-connected benefit. While there, we also discussed a variety of campus resources 

available to them.  

Purdue Student Veterans Organization (PSVO): The PSVO continues to be the primary source for camaraderie 

and military-connected student involvement. The new leadership team is running well, but student involvement 

is starting with low turnouts.  

Education to Occupation (E2O): We were still under Covid-19 precautions and were unable to host a military-

connected career fair.    
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• Isakson and Roe Veterans Health Care and Benefits Improvement Act of 2020 passed with the following 
sections that directly affect our campus:  

o Section 1005 Requirements for in-state tuition—removed the “within three years of 
discharge” requirement for in-state residency for tuition purposes. We worked with the 
Residency Office to make this part of their decision process. 

o Section 1018 Requirements for educational institutions participating in the educational 
assistance programs of the Department of Veterans Affairs. Codified to law a list of 
requirements we were required to comply with by Aug. 1, 2020. Our campus and all 
Polytechnic Statewide Locations submitted a waiver for more time to ensure we are within 
compliance. We are currently working to ensure we are within compliance.  

o Section 1019 Overpayments to eligible person or Veterans. In certain circumstances, 
enrollment changes would cause the student to incur a debt with the VA, this debt is now 
transferred to the educational institution for collection. This can potentially hurt our 
students. In the past, if they owed the VA a debt then they could still enroll with the 
educational institution and have the debt paid by future benefits. Now the student will 
potentially owe the school and will not be able to register for courses.  

• Received approval for “centralized certification for all Purdue Polytechnic Statewide Locations. This 
required working with Purdue Polytechnic, the VA, and the State Approving Agency (SAA) to receive 
approval for two primary reasons; 1) each location certified so few students that it was difficult to 
maintain expertise in the process and 2) the increased complexity of benefits was straining their ability 
to provide strong compliance. Purdue Polytechnic agreed to fund a .5 FTE clerical level support to our 
office to maintain this responsibility. We will still work with their Site Administrative Assistants to 
provide training and knowledge of military connected students and educational benefits so they can still 
service their students. School Certifying Official, Wendy Mouser, is currently managing this portfolio. We 
now certify the following locations: 

o Purdue Main Campus 11906214 
o Polytechnic Statewide Anderson, VA Facility Code 11918714 
o Polytechnic Statewide Columbus, VA Facility Code 11918614 
o Polytechnic Statewide Indianapolis, VA Facility Code 11919314 
o Polytechnic Statewide Kokomo, VA Facility Code 11918914 
o Polytechnic Statewide Lafayette, VA Facility Code 11918814 
o Polytechnic Statewide New Albany, VA Facility Code 11919214 
o Polytechnic Statewide Richmond, VA Facility Code 11919014 
o Polytechnic Statewide South Bend, VA Facility Code 11919114 
o Polytechnic Statewide Vincennes, VA Facility Code 11919414 

• The Purdue catalog submitted to the SAA in 2021 has been approved.  

• To suppress educational institutions from setting up programs of study just to earn GI Bill benefits from 
students, the VA has a system to monitor the percentage of “supported” versus “non-supported” 
students. If the percentage of supported students was greater than 85% for any given concentration of 
study, then the program was closed to future GI Bill students until the percentage fell below 85%. These 
are called 85/15 reports. There was also a waiver in place that an institution could apply for if the overall 
percentage of supported students was less than 65% (called a 65/35 waiver) they were not required to 
submit 85/5 reports each semester. The VA created a “reset” and pulled all institutional waivers. They 
also changed their definition of “supported” student to not only include GI Bill recipients, but also any 
student that has not paid their tuition and fees in full by thirty days after the start of a semester—
including those who set up payment plans. There is much debate as to whether the VA is going to 
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continue this interpretation of a “supported” student, but in the meantime, we are required to submit 
an 85/15 report at the end of the fall and spring semesters for each facility code we monitor.  

• In the spring of 2021, the Army tuition assistance program transitioned from GoArmyEd to ArmyIgnitEd. 
This transition was difficult for two reasons: 1) the Army cut off the old system without having the new 
system up and running. As of this report in Oct of 2021, the new system is still not running 100% and we 
are owed over $80,000 for the spring term alone 2) in the old system, most of the work was placed on 
the student and there were minor touch points by both Bursar (invoicing) and the VSC (grades). The new 
system transferred nearly all the work to the institution. We are now required to submit VERY 
prescribed reports for entire university catalog, student registrations, student billing, student grades, 
and student graduations. We are currently working with institutional report writers to help complete 
these reports.    

• Created the Veteran Landmark tour highlighting the military footprint and history on Purdue.  
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OUR DATA  
This data snapshot is based upon the fall 2021 (2022100) census. There are three sections to our data: 1) VMF 

population, 2) retention and graduation, and 3) demographics. Data as of Fall 2021 Census.  

VMF Population: While it is important to understand the total number of VMF students, it is also important to 

understand those numbers across three significant areas: main campus, Purdue Online, and Polytechnic 

Statewide as there are nuances in how we support those three areas, and we have to be able to respond to 

changes in enrollment numbers in these areas.  
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Due to the rolling nature of Purdue Online enrollment and certifications, the data is tracked across the academic 

year rather than just a snapshot of the fall semester. The POL data above for fall 2022 is only reflective of 

August-October enrollments and certifications and will be considerable larger by the end of the academic year. 

 

   

In July of 2021, the VSC assumed responsibility for certifying benefits and helping support military-connected 

students for the Polytechnic Statewide Tech locations. These students were not reported consistently in Banner. 

We will work to increase the accuracy of this data.   
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The numbers in this chart do not exactly match the number in the overall population chart. This is partly due to 

the POL non-credit students not being in Banner and their demographics are not available. Another factor is the 

rolling start dates make it difficult to match head counts with actual students in the above fall snapshot of all 

VMF populations.  

 

 

The following is a breakdown of the usage of all military connected benefits. It is important to note that some 

benefits are very labor intensive and require coordination across multiple campus agencies and the use of 

exterior systems to process them. Other benefits are not as labor intensive and require little time on campus to 

administer.  

*For more information regarding specific different benefits: 

• Learn more about the Federal GI Bill  

• Learn more about Federal Tuition Assistance 

• Learn more about State Benefits  

• Learn more about the National Guard Supplemental Grant 
 

**Due to individuals using multiple benefits, the grand total may differ from the number of actual individuals. 
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While DFA processes the largest amount of education benefits, the majority of those are Child of a Disabled 

Veteran and are simple to apply as part of their aid package. The VSC and Bursar manage the most complex 

benefits and work very closely to ensure their overlapping responsibilities are met.  
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